
Instructions for the SuperSalon Scheduling Wizard
Since 2010 and SuperSalon version 5.6.2, a new Scheduling Services Wizard has been available for the 

appointment system. This feature quickly lists all appointment times that are available for the given services, 

technicians, and time ranges selected.
Using the Scheduling Services Wizard
NOTE: Though the Scheduling Services Wizard is  available 100% of the time, it has no 
effect on the current work flow if not utilized.
        
After a user selects a customer, and services for a new appointment, they will be moved 
into the booking process. As you can see in the screen shot below, a new button has 
been added called Suggest Schedules. When this button is pressed, the system will 
suggest schedules for the service that is currently selected for booking.

1.) Press the Suggest Schedules button. 



2.) You will be presented with a screen titled Scheduling Wizard for “Service”. From this 
point, you can begin entering criteria for the system to use to suggest a schedule.

There are two sets of criteria to choose from: Employees and Times. The buttons to 
enter these are labeled Select Employees and Select Time Ranges. Each time one of 
these dialog boxes are closed, the system will automatically update the list of suggested 
schedules. If a set of employees has not been selected, it will assume all employees. 
If a time has not been entered, it will assume all day for the current day selected in the 
appointment book.



The employee selection box is very simple and straight forward. It displays buttons for 
each employee that is capable of performing the service. Multiple employees can be 
selected. Additionally there is an option for Any Employee. This will override any other 
selections and works as if all employees had been selected. Instead of displaying each 
employees name, it simply displays “Any Employee” under the selections.

The time selection box is an adaptation of the previous appointment wait list functionality. 
From here you can select times ranges to search. Please note: After you complete 
the time filters, you must press Add Time to add it to the list of selected time ranges. 
Pressing done will not add it to the list of time ranges.
        
When the screen is first displayed, it defaults to the date currently selected on the main 
appointment screen. Should you want to add additional dates (customer can come in 
Thursday at 4:00 PM, or next Saturday at 3:00 PM, etc) the calendar control has been 
implemented into the system so you can select additional dates.



After the criteria has been selected, you will be able to select the appropriate schedule 
for the appointment, and you are done!


